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Figure 1: Typical Midas �t to a computed spectrum, di�erence is given atzero-levelThe well established Midas package Fitlyman by Adriano Fontana andPascal Ballester has been improved and developed to a fully automated �t-ting procedure. For a given spectrum, the procedure searches for individualabsorption features and thus separates single �ttable line systems. Then itdetermines the expected minimum number of absorption lines for each singlesystem by calculating the number of visible minima in the system and starts�tting these lines with the most probable parameters for column density NHIand Doppler parameter b according to given redshift z. It then increases thenumber of lines by adding a further line at the largest di�erence between the �tand the data and �ts the line system again. This continues until a su�cient �2is reached. This procedure has been applied to computed spectra (see Fig. 1)from our simulation of the Ly� forest (M�ucket et al. [3], Riediger et al. [5]).In Fig. 2 we compare the column density distributions for three di�erenttreatments of our simulation data at redshift z = 3:0 with observational data.The solid line takes only those clouds into account which are found in the



Figure 2: Observed and simulated column density distributions�lamentary component (cf. M�ucket et al. [3]). The dashed line includes alsothe clouds in underdense regions which dominate the population of Ly� cloudsfor column densities logNHI < 14:5. These two curves are computed directlyfrom 50 line-of-sights obtained from simulated data (cf. M�ucket, this volume).The dotted line shows the distribution when �tting the lines from a sampleof 10 computed spectra from the same simulation. It can be seen that thedistribution �ts the observation well for logNHI > 13:3 but at low columndensity due to blendings a strong drop can be noticed.For comparison observations are given from Hu et al. [2] (dashed-dot-dot-dotted line with squares) and Petitjean et al. [4] (dash-dotted line with �lledcircles). Note that the dotted line obtained from the reanalysis by line �ttingreproduces the de�ciency at logNHI > 14:5 quite well.References[1] Bahcall J.N., Bergeron J., Boksenberg A., et al.; ApJS 87 (1993), 1[2] Hu E.M., Kim T.-S., Cowie L.L., Songaila A., Rauch M.; AJ 110 (1995),1526[3] M�ucket J.P., Petitjean P., Kates R., Riediger R.; A&A 308 (1996), 17[4] Petitjean P., Webb J.K., Rauch M., Carswell R.F., Lanzetta K.; MNRAS262 (1993), 499[5] Riediger R., Petitjean P., M�ucket J.P.; A&A (1997), submitted[6] Zhang Y., Meiksin A., Anninos P., Norman M.L.; astro-ph/9609194(1996)


